Divertimento
2021
Choreography: Christa St. John - Faculty
Utah Valley University
Music: Divertimento, Brian St. John
Costumes: Mary Brown, Carla Summers
Lighting: Peter Leonard

Iteration
2022
Choreography: Stacee Perry - Undergraduate Student
Weber State University
Music: "Home Zone", Nimrod Gorovich
Costumes: Stacee Perry and Jen McGrew
Lighting: Christopher Philion
Cast: Edwin Almanza-Mendoza, Jessica Evans, Mallory Hoggan, Gabriella Miller, Genevieve Nolan, Brianna Wooden
Edited by Stacee Perry with dance students and faculty voice contributions.

Identity and Harmony
2022
Choreography: Bianca Celeya in collaboration with dancers - Undergraduate Student
Glendale Community College
Music: Untitled, Doug Nottingham
Costumes: Bianca Celeya
Lighting: Ashley Dalton
Cast: Arely Flores Perez, Hailee Mastrapasqua, Salma Silva

Operation Imitation
2022
Choreography: Morgan Militare - Undergraduate Student
Colorado State University
Music: *Paint Box*, Anna Clyde and Jody Redhage
Costumes: Elise Kulovary and Morgan Militare
Lighting: Gabby Reichardt
Cast: Madelyn Caviness, Ruthie Dickson, Sierra La Rue, Vern Lazar, Liam Teagarden

**Capturing the Color of Me**
2022
Choreography: Holly Schlotterback with contributions from the dancers – Undergraduate Student
Metropolitan State University of Denver
Music: *The Death's Head*, Esai Falcon, *Recordings of dancers’ voices*
Costumes: Holly Schlotterback and dancers
Lighting: Mandy Heath

**INTERMISSION**

**Occhiolism**
2022
Choreography: Patricia Tomaz - Undergraduate Student
Weber State University
Music: *Last Life*, ori lichtik
Costumes: Patricia Tomaz and Jen McGrew
Lighting: Christopher Philion
Cast: Mallory Hoggan, Gabriella Miller, Alejandro Perales-Lugo, Kaya Priest, Sydney Shaffer, Margot Shepherd, Jonah Telford

**rove. gaze.**
2021
Choreography: Holly Perkins and the dancers - Undergraduate Student
Utah Valley University
Music: *Says*, Nils Frahm
Costumes: Carla Summers
Lighting: Alli Kirk and William Peterson

**Complex Monster**
2022
Choreography: Grace Gallagher - Faculty
Colorado State University
Music: *Capita-Lis-Monster*, AGF featuring Angela Dimitrakaki *Shrine Tooth*, Forest Swords
Costumes: Stephanie Nguyen
Lighting: Wes Halloran
Cast: Madelyn Caviness, Kailee Davis, Ruthie Dickson, Saphire Gomez, Charva Jamison, Vern Lazar, Morgan Militare, Emma Schott, Mikayla Zavattaro

We All Have That One Friend... (excerpt)
2022
Choreography: Shauna Meredith in collaboration with dancers - Faculty
Glendale Community College
Music: Surface, Moonyman
Costumes: Shauna Meredith
Lighting: Ashley Dalton
Cast: Krystal Castro, Bianca Celeya, Arely Flores Perez, Hailee Mastrapasqua, Juliette Sandoval, Salma Silva, Tammy Tran

This Conference is sponsored in part by the University of Utah School of Dance, Melonie Murray – Director, with special thanks to all School of Dance Faculty, Staff, and students – supported in part by a Fine Arts Fees Grant.

We acknowledge that this land, which is named for the Ute Tribe, is the traditional and ancestral homeland of the Shoshone, Paiute, Goshute, and Ute Tribes. The University of Utah recognizes and respects the enduring relationship that exists between many Indigenous Peoples and their traditional homelands. We respect the sovereign relationship between tribes, states, and the federal government, and we affirm the University of Utah’s commitment to a partnership with Native Nations and Urban Indian communities through research, education, and community outreach activities.

We acknowledge that, as a nation, we unjustly benefit from the unpaid labor of enslaved people from Africa that shaped this country's economy and culture.

ACDA GRATEFULLY ACKNOWLEDGES SUPPORT FROM:
Dance Magazine, Dance Magazine College Guide, Harlequin Floors, and Dance Media for the ACDA/Dance Magazine Outstanding Student Choreography and Outstanding Student Performance Awards
STATEMENT OF EMPOWERMENT
ACDA recognizes that Art can provoke; therefore, during the course of the conference participants are empowered to remove themselves from conference activities.